Biometric devices play an integral role in consumer's daily life, providing a seamless environment. However, it is essential to measure the usability of biometrics, owing to the elements of biometrics satisfying both usability and security. This study redefines the elements of biometrics pertaining to usability determined in previous studies and adds elements of psychological relevance, such as privacy concerns. To organize the interrelated usability structure systemically, this paper applies the DEcision MAking Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) to derive the usability structure. Thereupon, the established structure is applied in the clustered weighted Analytical Network Processes (ANP) to generate the proposed usability evaluation model. By these methods, the pertinent relationships between the factors are clarified and the weight of each element is determined. In the empirical study, 106 students measured usability of the fingerprint recognition system, iris recognition system, and facial recognition system employing our usability evaluation model. The results of this model generate the quantitative score of usability for biometric systems and suggest strategies to increase the score. The proposed usability evaluation model can comprehensively assist usability practitioners to evaluate biometric systems.
Introduction
Biometric system, an identification system based on people's physiological or behavioural attributes (e.g., iris, fingerprint, voice), has been attracting avid interest due to its accuracy, agility, and ease of use with identification and authentication functions [1] . Biometric devices play a significant role in easing consumer's daily life by providing effective security systems in essentials such as mobile phone, home security, cars, and mobile payment system [2] . Additionally, the use of biometrics is accelerating as the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes pervasive, since IoT devices are better suited for biometric authentication than for passwords, owing to the absence of an input tool.
The trade-off relationship where security improvements result in reduced usability is a shortcoming of the passwordbased authentication system. Therefore, it has been studied and developed focusing on security rather than usability. However, as biometric systems are enhanced, the requirements of security and usability can both be satisfied, expediting the need to measure usability. In general, the fundamental element in measuring usability of a system is its technical effectiveness or efficiency [3] . Nowadays, biometric authentication systems are highly accurate and easy to use [3] , resulting in superior usability in terms of the technical aspects of the system. Biometric systems are distinct from traditional passwordbased systems by their use of the user's behavioural and physiological elements as biometric keys [4] . Unlike traditional security systems, which typically have physical keys, users require direct interaction with sensors in the biometric device [4] . A representative example of biometric device is wearable devices in Smart Healthcare. The wearable device attaches to the user's body, thereby measuring and storing information of the user's activity and ultimately providing a customized service to the user. Since such biometric systems interact directly with the user's body, in addition to the usability testing methods of existing equipment they must also be evaluated for ergonomics. That is, biometric systems need to be ergonomically suitable for the user. Therefore, it is 2 Security and Communication Networks necessary to include ergonomics of the biometric systems as an element when developing the usability evaluation model.
Internet of Things (IoT) is the core technology of the hyperconnected society that relies on the Internet network to provide customized services by enabling mutual communication between objects as well as between people and objects. Since the introduction of the concept of Internet of Things by Ashton in 1999, experts have been ardently developing the core technology for application and realization, resulting in its rapid development [5] . Most of the academic researches related to the Internet of Things were predominantly focused on the technical aspects. However, with the popularization of technology, the need to discuss user experiences that focus on user psychology is imperative [6] . Users are required to provide a variety of personal biometric information to use the service. However, individual biometric keys cannot be changed repeatedly. On the other hand, user's biometric data could be easily compromised via their own self-disclosing behaviour (e.g., Selfies uploaded on Facebook disclose their iris information). Hence, biometric systems have a crucial vulnerability with regard to security while having a significant impact on privacy, since biometric information cannot be readily "reset" when compromised by a third party [7] . Not surprisingly, the biometric systems in mobile phones (e.g., iPhone 5s, Galaxy s8) such as fingerprint authentication and iris recognition were tricked by German hackers [8, 9] . Consequently, living in the time heavily embedded with biometric systems, the users face greater security risks than in the days when the traditional authentication methods were used, as determined by previous studies [2, 10, 11] . Therefore, it is necessary to include the psychological aspect of the usability evaluation model of the biometric authentication system.
In earlier studies on usability, the view of usability as a multidimensional structure and the view as a singledimensional construct coexist in HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) field [10] . However, there have been few attempts to empirically investigate the construct itself or to systematically identify and organize the nature of the interrelations between factors [10, 12] . At the same time, when studying usability as a single dimension, researchers have to address the challenge of handling the usability indicators, both the technical and psychological measures: efficiency, effectiveness versus user satisfaction, in a single dimension [10] . In subsequent studies, a relatively low correlation was found between the technical and psychological components of usability [12, 13] , indicating minor interdependencies result in an unreliable usability score [14] . Hence, it is important to divide the two technical and psychological factors into different dimensions to solve the abovementioned problems.
The ultimate evaluation of biometric systems should be user-driven, and the user's perceived usability for biometric devices should be evaluated. ISO/IEC 19795 measured the performance of a biometric system by calculating the Equal Error Rate based on the scenario [15] . However, if usability is primarily evaluated for performance such as error rate or execution time during use of the device, then it is not possible to adequately explain the user's perceived usability of the device. Therefore, we suggest a study of the technical aspects, ergonomic aspects, and psychological aspects to measure the user's perception of the usability of biometrics. The technical aspect consists of the effectiveness and efficiency that have been studied extensively. Ergonomic aspects consider physical and cognitive characteristics such as anthropometry-fit, accessibility, and affordance. Psychological aspect is related to the psychological part of the consumer and is made up of privacy concerns and satisfaction. While each factor for evaluating usability of a biometric system is essential, the existing methodology is inadequate to select a specific evaluation attribute as singularly suited to evaluate a biometric system. Therefore, it is necessary to systematically study the methods of selecting evaluation factors.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new model for evaluating usability of biometric systems and compare the same with three widely used biometric modalities. To evaluate the various elements of usability systematically, we used the Multiple-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) model, which is a combination of the DEcision MAking Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) and the Analytic Network Process (ANP). The DEMATEL method is an effective way to show causality of the various interrelated factors and creates an Impact Relationship Map (IRM). The Analytic Network Process was developed in 1996 and since it analyzes the causality between indicators, it generates superior results from strategic decision making [21] . It is also proficient at deriving relative weights. MCDM model combining DEMATEL and ANP is effective in obtaining interrelation and relative weight of various factors of usability. Hence with this model, relative weights based on correlation can be obtained. We derive the relative weights and combine the scores of those obtained through the empirical study with the SAW (Simple Additive Weighting) method. SAW method is the simplest method available in decision making, where each element is weighted and added. Using these scores, we compare various biometric modalities of the smartphones and illustrate the effectiveness of the developed model. The rest of this paper is organized in the following order. In Section 2, the concept of usability and description of each subcriterion of this model are introduced. Section 3 describes the computational process. MCDM model using DEMATEL and ANP is described. DEMATEL is utilized to probe interrelations between usability components, and ANP is utilized to derive the relative weight of each. Section 4 details the implementation of the proposed model in an empirical study. The study conducts a questionnaire survey assessing the biometric recognition system of Samsung Galaxy S8, one of the most popular cell phones, to verify the validity of the influence relations. At the end of Section 4, we discuss the results from the study and how to use each subcriterion for evaluation. Section 5 provides the conclusions of the paper.
Background and Related Works

Usability for Biometrics.
Usability is the attribute that makes a product easy to understand, easy to learn, easy to use, and attractive to users [22, 23] . The term usability has various definitions, sometimes defined as "how usable is something" [4] . In the HCI field, for a long time, researchers 
Major Prior works
Effectiveness Efficiency Anthropometry-fit Accessibility Affordance Privacy Concern Satisfaction ISO 9241-11 [3] Toledanos et al. [16] Theofanos et al. [17] ISO/IEC 25062 [18] Theofanos et al. [19] ISO 9241-210 [20] Kukula et al. [4] have been investigating which factors increase usability [24] . Since Shackel attempted to define usability systematically [25] , many HCI researchers shifted their focus to studying usability factors, such as learnability, ease of use, memorability, efficiency, and user satisfaction. Prior studies considered various factors when evaluating usability. Table 1 shows the factors considered in the main studies among the factors covered in this paper. The International Organization for Standardization classifies usability into three components: effectiveness with regard to suitability for a particular purpose, efficiency, which means the time or process required for the task, and user satisfaction [3] . ISO has primarily defined usability as "the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use" [3] . Recently, usability has been further defined as "easy and effective to use, and enjoyable from the user's perspective" [26] . Based on its varied definitions, it is evident that usability is not just "look and feel" of biometric systems [10] .
One of the main purposes of measuring usability is to provide a method to evaluate the user experience for the interaction designer [26] . While several studies attempted to evaluate the usability of biometric systems, most studies used the concept of usability as defined by ISO 9241-11. According to ISO 9241-11, usability comprises three factors: effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. Theofanos et al. [19] argue that the user is a key component of the biometric system and evaluate usability based on this concept. Lewis et al. [27] proposed the usability evaluation by dividing the components into usable elements and learnable elements. NIST also used the same concept when exploring the usability of biometric systems [17, 28] .
Currently, the most important factor in usability evaluation is "performance of function" or "ease of operation". While this is an appropriate usability evaluation when simply evaluating the performance or function of a given product, it is not suitable when evaluating a user's psychological experience with it. For example, following are some standards related to usability evaluation of biometrics. ISO 9241-11 is a basic standard covering general principles and techniques for measuring the usefulness of a product. It defines usability and suggests ways that the product can be specified and evaluated [3] . ISO 9241-210 covers human-centric design for interactive systems while also focusing on the user experience [20] . ISO/IEC 25062 constructs experimental groups and evaluates efficiency, effectiveness, and subjective satisfaction to obtain statistically significant totals. ISO/IEC 25062 features a standardized reporting format for usability. Though this standard is currently used worldwide, it does not address privacy concerns [18] .
The Human-Biometric-Sensor Interaction Evaluation Method was proposed to assess usability, ergonomics, and biometric system performance when applied to usability evaluation for biometric systems [4] . However, the HBSI model does not consider the psychological factors. As mentioned, this paper suggests the concept of usability evaluation that considers the technical aspects, ergonomic aspects, and psychological aspects.
Additionally, in the case of biometric systems that incorporate IoT technology, it is difficult to assess the emotional usability just by operating time or error rate, since the quality of the device and service have an impact on the fun, emotion, and experience during use rather than just the performance of the device. Based on recent trends that emphasize user emotional wellness, it is essential to evaluate how users perceive usability of the device by self-reporting methods like surveys.
Currently, most usability evaluations of biometric systems are performed to measure quantitative performance such as time and accuracy. Hence, it is necessary to transform the conventional usability evaluation standard, into a design that emphasizes the real user experience. Details are given in the following subsection.
Factor Description.
We measure the usability of biometrics by evaluating the technical aspects through effectiveness and efficiency, the ergonomic aspects through anthropometry-fit, accessibility, and affordability, and the psychological aspects through handling of privacy concerns and overall satisfaction. A summary of each subcriterion is depicted in Table 2 .
Technical Aspects
(i) Effectiveness. It refers to how good a product is at doing what it is supposed to do [26] . According to ISO 9241-11, effectiveness is also defined as "the accuracy and completeness with which users have achieved specified goals". It is measured by how accurately and perfectly the user performs a specific task [29] . Observation of the biometric systems while in use is the method of evaluating effectiveness [19] . Metrics for evaluation of a biometric application may include The perceived mental or physical resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals Ergonomic aspect E1: Anthropometry-fit
The perceived degree of considering inherent characteristics for better fitness between device and targeted users E2: Accessibility
The perceived attribute which a product or system can be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use E3: Affordance
The perceived attribute of an object that allows people to know how to use it Psychological aspect P1: privacy concern
The perceived threat of the consequences about problems and how this affects their behaviour
P2: Satisfaction
The perceived degree to which the product meets the users' overall expectations, a subjective response of enjoyment, comfort, or frustration quality, errors, and accuracy, or self-reporting method via surveys [19, [30] [31] [32] . For example, effectiveness of fingerprint recognition can be measured by the effect an angle has on the quality of the captured image, or survey items such as SUS questionnaires [31] .
(ii) Efficiency. It refers to the way a product supports users mentally and physically in carrying out their tasks [26] . According to ISO 9241-11, it is defined as "the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals". Efficiency is measured by the resources spent for achieving a particular goal [29] . Metrics may include task time or throughput, or self-reporting method [3, 31, 32] . For example, efficiency of fingerprint authentication can be measured by the effect an angle has on the time required to capture fingerprint images, or survey items such as SUS. Efficient systems lead users to perceive them favourably for completing a specific task or procedure to reach a particular goal within an acceptable amount of time, with reasonable effort, cognitive load, and mental resources.
Ergonomic Aspects
(i) Anthropometry-Fit. It refers to the degree to which inherent characteristics are analysed for better fitness between device and targeted users [17, 33] . While these measures are effective in minimizing errors and maximizing quality for the biometric data presented to the system, the physical presentation of that biometric data by the subject to the system involves many anthropometric factors that have been largely ignored [17] . Recently, the study of usability issues when interacting with biometric systems, including ergonomics, is garnering more attention [4] .
(ii) Accessibility. It is defined as the degree to which a product or system can be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities, to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use [26, 34] . Usability practitioners evaluate accessibility by questioning how the technology might be adapted for the use of people with disabilities [35] . Usability is dependent on the level of accessibility factors, such as culture (e.g., face modality would not be a good choice at places where most of the females use veils for religious convictions) and environment (e.g., iris modality may be more suitable for workers in dark coal mines) [2] . Besides, accessibility impacts the functioning of biometric systems in the following situations: poor vision; mental problems; temporal disability such as sprained ankle or pregnancy [4] .
(iii) Affordance. It refers to the attribute of an object that allows people to know how to use it [26] . In simpler terms, to afford means "to give a clue" [26] . When the affordances of a physical object are perceptually obvious, it is easy to know how to interact with it [26] . For instance, to scan fingerprints, the shape and configuration of the scanner should convey where the users place their fingers and when the prints have been captured [19] . A fingerprint scanner that requires lengthy instructions has poor affordance [19] . If iris recognition system has poor affordance, it would be difficult and time-consuming for the user to deal with the device [26] .
Psychological Aspect
(i) Privacy Concerns. It can be defined as the fear of difficulty and behaviour that changes due to this fear [26] . It is measured by an individual's awareness or perceived seriousness regarding the risks taken by using the biometric systems. It is closely related to the protection motivation theory, which could influence an individual's intention and behaviour [36] . As mentioned earlier, the usage of biometric systems is significantly dependent on user's privacy concerns than on any other security mechanism [2, 10, 11]. Studies on privacy issues [11, 37] demonstrate that the benefits of biometrics are not always evident to users primarily due to the possibilities of misuse and invasion of privacy is a complicated problem that is not adequately understood [38] . Sometimes users find biometric systems intrusive or personally invasive.
(ii) Satisfaction. According to ISO 9241-11, it is defined as "freedom from discomfort, and positive attitude to the use of the product". It refers to the extent of how people feel about a product and their pleasure and satisfaction while using the product [26] . It includes their overall impression of how good it is to use [26] . Satisfaction is also measured by the extent to which the product meets the users' expectations, a subjective response of comfort or frustration [19, 29] . A user satisfaction questionnaire is primarily used to find out how users actually feel about using the product after interacting with it [26] . For a system to be satisfactory, both the practitioners and the users must be content with the system [39] . This is determined by the willingness of both vendors and users to rely on and reuse the system [39] . It is important to be aware that the satisfaction is notably affected by the vendors' and the users' mood.
Computational Process
In the real world, criteria cannot be defined independently. The DEMATEL has been used for decades to measure the relationships between potential elements that make up the criteria, since various factors play a role in evaluating diverse topics in the real world. In recent years, the DEMATEL combined with ANP has been used for the evaluation for MCDM (Multiple-Criteria Decision Making) problems. Zhou et al. [40] used DEMATEL to calculate the influence of relationships and develop a model for assessing the job satisfaction. Jeng et al. [41] applied DEMATEL to examine the behavioural intention of medical professionals to develop a new Clinical Decision Support System. Hsu et al. [42] explored the factors influencing the quality of blog interfaces from the perspective of the followers with DEMATEL. Zoie et al. [43] adopted DEMATEL to analyze the cloud users' requirements. Using ANP can improve the accuracy of the model where the magnitude of importance is unclear. However, in ANP the importance of each cluster is the same. Therefore, we solve this problem by assigning weights to each cluster using the DEMATEL. The combination of DEMATEL and ANP is classified into four major categories [44] .
(i) Network Relationship Map of ANP. As the most similar approach to general ANP, DEMATEL is used to grasp the overall structure, inner dependency, and outer dependency, and the weights are obtained by ANP.
(ii) Inner Dependency in ANP. The inner dependency is determined by using the DEMATEL, and the overall structure is determined based on the DEMATEL or the expert evaluation.
Step 2. Calculate the total relation matrix and determine dispatcher group and receiver group.
Step 1. Define criteria and subcriteria DEMATEL based calculations
Step 3. Obtain relative weights of subcriteria with a stable weighted supermatrix. Step 4. Implementation and verification (iii) Cluster-Weighted ANP. We use the DEMATEL to obtain the total structure and weight. Next, inner and outer dependency are obtained using ANP.
(iv) DEMATEL-Based ANP (DANP)
. This is a combination of various hybrid techniques. The structure, inner dependency, outer dependency, and weight are all obtained using DEMA-TEL.
In this study, the proposed methodology is based on the Clustered-Weighted ANP, as this method is effective at integrating the effects of unequal cluster weights on the formation of the supermatrix [44] . Of course, DANP is also effective in weighting each cluster. However, DANP is modified to reduce the complexity of the pairwise comparison when there are many criteria. In this study, the number of criteria was not too large. Hence, we selected the Clustered-Weighted ANP and use the traditional pairwise comparison questionnaire for higher accuracy. The overall process is depicted in Figure 1 .
Computational Steps
Step 1. Establish criteria and subcriteria through literature review and expert consultation.
Step 2. Calculate the total relation matrix using the direct relation matrix, and then determine the dispatcher group and the receiver group.
Step 2.1. Collect expert team's respondents. All experts evaluate the degree of influence of subcriterion i on subcriterion j and express it as matrices E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , ..., E k , where k stands for the number of experts. In order to compare influences relatively, 0: no influence, 1: low impact, 2: common influence, 3: high influence, 4: very high impact [45] , each expert creates a direct relation matrix.
Step 2.2. Calculate the initial direct relation matrix A. Each matrix E is the result of the expert response. Matrix A shows initial effects between each subcriterion. Initial direct relation matrix A is calculated as the average of E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , ..., E k when there are k experts in the team.
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Step 2.3. Derive the total relation matrix T. The normalized direct relation matrix D is obtained by dividing A by s. Each element of D is between 0 and 1. Total relation matrix T is determined by (5) where I denotes the identity matrix.
Step 2.4. Determine the Dispatcher group and Receiver group. The c vector is calculated by adding all values in the row of total relation matrix T. The r vector is calculated by adding all values in the column of total relation matrix T. If (r i -c i ) is a positive number, it becomes a Dispatcher group. If (r i -c i ) is negative, it becomes a Receiver group, and the smaller the value, the greater the degree of influence. (r i +c i ) represents the degree of relationship with other criteria. The higher the value of (r i +c i ), the greater the relationship with other criteria.
Step 3. Obtain relative weights of subcriteria with a stable weighted supermatrix.
Step 3.1. Construct an unweighted supermatrix. All experts evaluate the degree of importance of the subcriterion i on the subcriterion j. The unweighted supermatrix is calculated as the average value of each expert's evaluation.
Step 3.2. Obtain normalized total group relation matrix T gs . Total group relation matrix T g represents the extent to which each criterion affects all the others. So, it is the mean value of the sum of the influence of the subcriteria in the total relation matrix T. Normalized total group relation matrix T gs is obtained by normalizing T g .
Step 3.3. Obtain weighted supermatrix W w . Total group influence matrix T is obtained by reconstructing T gs . Multiply each element of T s and unweighted supermatrix W to obtain weighted supermatrix W w . 
) × 
Step 3.4. Obtain stable weighted supermatrix W s . It is calculated by converging the weighted supermatrix W w by infinite power.
Implementation of This Model
In this section, an empirical study is illustrated to implement the model. Network relationship map is derived from the survey of an expert team. Relative weight of each subcriterion is determined by using the network relationship map. Total usability is scored by the relative weights and a survey of the participants.
Data Collection.
First, we have gathered an expert team of three professors and two practitioners, with more than 15 years of experience. Their major fields are biometric system development, usability evaluation, etc., and are suitable for this research. Each expert answered a questionnaire using a pair comparison. Details on data collection by the expert team are provided in Appendix A. With these answers, the influence relation of each subcriterion is obtained by the DEMATEL. And the relative weight of each subcriterion is derived using the ANP method. Then, we recruited 106 participants in Seoul, South Korea (57.7% women, M age = 23.62, SD = 2.48). Participants ranged in age from 19 to 48. Participants signed up through the university website. In this study, all participants were provided with sufficient explanation about the research and agreed to contribute to the study. The study was to evaluate the usability of three biometric authentication systems installed in the mobile phone. These biometric authentication systems consist of fingerprint recognition system, iris recognition system, and facial recognition system. The expert team selected Samsung Galaxy S8, which is one of the most popular phones, to minimize the perceptible differences between the daily biometric use and the experimental biometric use in terms of technical, ergonomic, and psychological aspects. Meanwhile, this study anonymized Samsung Galaxy 8 as "Mobile phone A" in order to control the influence of personal preference on specific products or brand.
Before starting the session, participants were asked to fully understand usability subcriteria. We gave the participants a detailed description of each subcriterion. After a brief conversation, they confirmed that they understood the subcriteria and in case of need additional clarification was provided. Participants were also given questionnaires related to this experiment. Appendix B shows a questionnaire on the fingerprint recognition system. When the session started, the participants registered the fingerprint of right hand on the mobile phone. We then let the participant perform the unlock two times using the fingerprint. Thereafter, the fingerprint of the left hand was processed in the same manner. Thus, two fingerprints were registered and four unlocks were performed. Upon completion of the activity, they were asked to rate each element of the mobile phone fingerprint recognition system and briefly state the reason for the rating.
After that, we conducted experiments on participants' iris recognition in the same way. They also performed one iris enrollment and two unlocks for both the right and left iris, respectively. In the case of face recognition, since there is no distinction between left and right, the participant registered the face twice in total and unlocked four times. Participants rated both iris recognition and face recognition immediately after each experiment. The score is rated by the following standards. This investigation took 30-50 minutes per person. The inconsistency rate of this questionnaire is 4.5%, under 5%. It means no additional questionnaire is required. The credibility is 97.1%, which is meaningful. This experiment to verify the performance of each biometric system was made with reference to ISO/IEC 19795 [15] .
Measuring Relationships with DEMATEL.
Initial direct relation matrix A is calculated by (1)- (2) based on the written questionnaire and is shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the total relation matrix, which is calculated by (3)- (5) and the total influences matrix T G can be obtained by considering the effects of all sides. Table 5 is obtained by (6)- (7) which identifies and separates the influencing and receiving elements. The network relationship map is depicted in Tables 3 and  5 . It shows the effect of the subcriterion on each other. We assume that the average value of the elements in Table 3 is set to the threshold value. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the subcriteria that exceed the threshold on each other.
Weighting Each Criterion with ANP.
Unweighted supermatrix is determined by the expert team and it is shown in Table 6 , which is obtained by (8) . Table 7 is obtained by the mean score of the subcriteria belonging to each criterion from Table 4 and shows the effect of each criterion. Table 8 shows the normalized effect of each criterion and is obtained by (9)- (12) . Table 9 shows the initial signs of each subcriterion and is used to calculate the stable weighted supermatrix. It is obtained by (13)- (14). Table 10 is stable weighted supermatrix, obtained by (15) . The relative weight of the subcriteria is determined through the stable weighted supermatrix. Table 10 summarizes the results of the stable weighted supermatrix, showing the relative weight and ranking of each subcriterion. The relative weight of the subcriterion and the responses of the participants are combined through the SAW method to calculate the usability score for each biometric system.
Follow-Up Interviews.
Through follow-up interviews, various opinions about each subcriterion were derived. For effectiveness, the size of the fingerprint scanner and the accuracy when trying to authenticate in various directions was mentioned. For efficiency, the focus was the time taken to recognize and unlock, when the fingerprint sensor was pressed and face or iris is captured by the camera sensor. While fingerprints can be captured quickly with the finger, in the case of the iris recognition system or the facial recognition system, additional time is needed as the camera needs to be adjusted. Among them, the iris recognition system is cumbersome to match the eyes.
For anthropometry-fit, most comments were related to fingerprint and camera sensors. It is important for the finger, eyes, and face to point to the sensor when holding the cell phone naturally. For accessibility, there were many opinions that it would be difficult for elderly people to use easily. The fingerprint registration process was not plain and the message was not clearly visible. However, the facial recognition system has relatively higher accessibility because everyone has a face. For affordance, most of the respondents mentioned that the fingerprint recognition system did not contain any features or components related to behavioural induction. While iris recognition system and facial recognition system induce the behaviour, it feels compulsive since the user cannot use the system unless certain behaviours are displayed.
For privacy concern, there are significant consequences in cases where biometric information has been compromised. When using the body to authenticate the risk was higher, body-based information could not be easily changed when the information was compromised. People also expressed concerns about special situations, such as when someone is forced to use their finger or face while sleeping. Some participants voluntarily erased their biometric information after the experiment. For satisfaction, most of the opinions were related to convenience, and opinions on the other six subcriteria sparse.
Discussions.
In this section, we analyze the weights of each criterion in Table 11 , and the usability scores of the biometric systems in Table 11 using the network relationship map of Figure 2 . Since the importance of each subcriterion is different, we derive the weights systematically using DEMATEL and ANP. As shown in Figure 3 , privacy concern (0.205) is the most important subcriterion when measuring the usability of biometric systems. Usability practitioners should endeavour to lower the privacy concerns to improve the usability of the biometric system. In general, to reduce privacy concerns, it is important to increase the security of the system and raise awareness of the same in users. As technology advances, the system's minimum security will be guaranteed, which entails improved user awareness. However, if users remain uninformed, it can exacerbate the user's privacy concerns as they consider their own personal privacy needs [46] . Therefore, it is essential that the usability practitioners endeavour to educate the users of the enhanced security features. Additionally, privacy concern is followed by effectiveness (0.165), efficiency (0.152), and satisfaction (0.146). This result shows that the traditional method of measuring the usability of biometric systems such as ISO 9241 is powerful. Ergonomic factors tend to be relatively less important. However, as shown in the network relationship map, effectiveness and efficiency are affected by anthropometry-fit and accessibility. Therefore, it is important for the usability practitioner to consider all the interrelationships between the factors in order to increase the usability of the biometric system.
As shown in Figure 4 , total usability score is the highest for fingerprint recognition system (2.879), while iris recognition system score is 2.631 and facial recognition system score is 2.579. Since the maximum score is 5, the score of fingerprint recognition system is 57.58 out of 100.
The score of the fingerprint recognition system is 9.4% higher than that of the iris recognition system and 11.6% higher than that of the facial recognition system. This is owing to effectiveness and efficacy scores of the fingerprint recognition system being significantly higher than those of the iris recognition system and the facial recognition system. Furthermore, the weights of effectiveness and efficiency also impact the score. It can be concluded from the scores that since users are familiar with the use of fingerprint recognition system, they perceive it to be easier to user. Therefore, the variation of total usability scores will narrow as time goes by. The privacy concern score of the facial recognition system is significantly lower than that of fingerprint recognition system and iris recognition system. The interviews with the participants reveal that the increased privacy concerns stem from sharing of photos. When people use fingerprint or iris for authentication, their belief is that since it is their body, they are the only ones to use them. Although face is part of their body, they think that it is distributed indiscriminately on the Internet in the form of photographs, and people often do not perceive the photographs as personally sensitive information. In fact, in ISO/IEC 30107 [47] , research on sensor attacks related to fingerprint recognition and face recognition has been actively conducted. There is a result that the face recognition system is vulnerable to spoofing attack [48] . In addition, the iris recognition system and the facial recognition system are similar in overall score but score differently on privacy concerns. In view of the relative weight of the privacy concerns, it was not reversible with a small difference in scores of other subcriteria.
The MCDM model combining DEMATEL and ANP method can be evaluated quantitatively considering each factor of usability and it is significant to be able to derive various interpretations. In particular, we have confirmed that the privacy concerns, which were not addressed in previous studies, are a key factor in this model.
Conclusions
The importance of usability measurement is reinforced as biometric systems become more prevalent in everyday life. However, previous studies did not evaluate the various factors influencing the usability of biometric systems. In addition, the existing evaluation models were not developed in a systematic way. This paper introduces the novel concept of usability that takes privacy concerns into consideration. Relative weights are determined for various factors and This survey is conducted to determine the proportion of each criteria in usability of biometrics. Please listen to the explanation provided and fully understand each criteria before responding. Evaluate the degree of influence of each column element (Cj) on the row element (Ci) according to the criterion and fill in the direct relation matrix. Figure 5 usability of three biometric authentication systems is scored utilizing an empirical study. The research was conducted in two sessions. First, based on the evaluation of the expert team, we derive the influence of relations and relative weights between the subcriteria of usability. Next, based on the evaluation of 106 participants, usability scores of fingerprint recognition system, iris recognition system, and facial recognition system are derived. The fingerprint recognition system has the highest score. However, several strategies are discussed for effective use of the proposed model for other biometric systems.
The proposed usability evaluation model in this study can be universally applicable. In particular, when dealing with privacy concerns, a factor that has not been considered in earlier studies and has the highest relative weight. While this study is notable for the proposed model, which has been demonstrated to be effective, the inclusion and the lack of validation of ergonomic and psychological elements in usability make the model vulnerable. Therefore, further verification of the model to validate the other elements can be done as future work.
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The purpose of this study is to examine your thoughts. There is no answer to every question, please answer candidly with your usual thinking. We promise that your personal information will be thoroughly protected and used only for statistical purposes with respect to your response.
Thank you again for participating in the study. Contact: Oh Junhyoung (E-mail: ohjun02@korea.ac.kr)
Elements Explanation
Effectiveness
The perceived accuracy and completeness with which users have achieved specified goals Efficiency The perceived mental or physical resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals
Anthropometryfit
The perceived attribute which a product or system can be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use Accessibility The perceived attribute which a product or system can be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use Affordance The perceived attribute of an object that allows people to know how to use it privacy concern The perceived threat of the consequences about problems and how this affects their behaviour
Satisfaction
The perceived degree to which the product meets the users' overall expectations-a subjective response of enjoyment, comfort, or frustration Questionnaire Name :
1. Fingerprint recognition system
You will register the fingerprint of right hand on the mobile phone. Then perform the unlock two times using the fingerprint. Thereafter, perform the fingerprint of the left hand in the same way. And then, you should answer to rate each element. Each element is rated from 1 to 5 and is distributed from very low to very high. And state why you rate the score for each element. 
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